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of this programming across the Festival was to raise awareness and funds for Knight Cancer 
Challenge. This support was generated through the following programs and events: 
 

• Rose Festival Runners Donations: Rose Festival Runners raise funds for the Portland 
Rose Festival Foundation by collecting pledges for their participation in our Rock 'n' Roll 
Portland Half Marathon and 10K. This year, 10% of their proceeds were donated to The 
Knight Cancer Challenge. 
 

• Registrations for the Bank of the West Grand Floral Walk: $2 of every registration 
was donated to the Challenge. Registration included the opportunity to make an 
additional donation. The Walk also featured over a hundred mascots from Mascots for a 
Cure, an organization that raises spirits and funds to fight childhood diseases, especially 
cancer.  
 

• Donations to directly support the Challenge were collected by the Rose Festival office 
and through the online platform, GiveFest.com. 
. 

• A Parade Collection at the Spirit Mountain Casino Grand Floral Parade allowed the 
parade audience to contribute spare change to the cause.  
 

• Search for Thelma, a new program and publicity stunt, encouraged the public to 
vote with their pennies for three candidates vying to portray Queen Thelma, the first 
elected Rose Festival Queen. The Rose Festival adopted the Knight Cancer Challenge 
as its official charity with the goal of promoting the message that no gift was too small to 
help the cause of ending cancer as we know it. Even pennies, especially when given by 
many different people in the community, can combine to be a large donation, and in turn 
be very important to a cause. The Rose Festival Foundation's office was full of many, 
many buckets of pennies!  After the winner was announced, all of the pennies were 
donated to the Knight Cancer Challenge. 
 

c. Description of selected cause and why/how it was selected 
 
OHSU’s Knight Cancer Challenge is an unprecedented $1 billion campaign to find smarter, 
faster ways to detect the disease when it is most curable. In September, 2013, Phil Knight and 
his wife, Penny, pledged to donate $500 million to support this ambitious plan – if OHSU can 
raise an additional $500 million in gifts and pledges by February 4, 2016.  The Rose Festival 
wanted to do what it could to help this worthy cause meet its goal. 
 
Donations to OHSU’s Knight Cancer Challenge fund research to find smarter, faster ways to 
detect cancer when the disease is most curable. Early detection is the most direct route to 
ending cancer as we know it. OHSU has both the vision and expertise to find the quickest path 
to new diagnostics and new cures. Research and care teams are transforming the way the 
world understands and fights cancer, providing new treatment options and hope for patients 
throughout our region and the world. 
 
Dr. Brian Druker, Director of the Knight Cancer Institute at OHSU, served as the 2002 Grand 
Marshal of the Grand Floral Parade, just after his once-a-day leukemia pill (GLEEVEC) was 
approved by the FDA. GLEEVEC revolutionized cancer treatment and research by proving it 
was possible to shut down cells driving the disease, while leaving healthy cells unharmed. 
Patients who once were given just a few years to live now have a normal life expectancy when 
treated with GLEEVEC.  



 
Dreaming of expanding research at his world-class Oregon cancer center, Dr. Druker 
approached the Knights for the kind of funding that would alleviate the need for doctors and 
researchers to spend valuable time looking for grants instead of cures. Inspired by Dr. Druker's 
and OHSU's work, the Rose Festival selected this cause in order to support this exciting 
research happening locally. A cure for cancer could happen in Oregon, and the Rose Festival 
wanted to use its voice to bring awareness and funds to Knight Cancer Challenge.  

d. Target audience / attendance / number of participants 
 
The target audience for these programs varied by event, with the ultimate goal of involving the 
large public audience that participates in Rose Festival events throughout the season in a 
variety of ways.  

The total number of participants, therefore, is almost impossible to measure when initiatives 
such as the Search for Thelma penny drive and Grand Floral Parade collection are considered. 
Thousands of people likely participated in those efforts, giving anywhere from a few pennies to 
$50. In programs where participants are tracked, 811 paid individual registrants in the Grand 
Floral Walk, 12 Rose Festival Runners, and 22 individuals donate through our giving platforms.  

As Marilyn Clint, Portland Rose Festival Foundation COO and Director of Events and 
Communications, said of the partnership with Knight Cancer Challenge: "The Festival has the 
power of people, people who may not have the means to give millions. But dollar by dollar, 
every person can be part of Dr. Druker's dream." 

e. Tie-in of program to main event 

The Spirit Mountain Casino Grand Floral Parade is the premier event of the Portland Rose 
Festival. Grand Floral Parade day, June 7, 2014, saw the various programs supporting the 
Knight Cancer Challenge combine. The Bank of the West Grand Floral Walk benefiting Knight 
Cancer Challenge stepped off just prior to the start of the parade. The winner of the Search for 
Thelma, who earned the most pennies for Knight Cancer Challenge, rode on The Oregonian's 
float to celebrate Queen Thelma's centennial. Dr. Druker was a special guest in the parade, 
riding in a classic car with his family while representatives from OHSU, both employees and 
former patients, and Mascots for a Cure, walked with him. Also accompanying this entry was a 
BIG check - a $100,000 check - from the parade's title sponsor, Spirit Mountain Casino, to the 
Knight Cancer Challenge. Finally, volunteers from U.S. Bank collected donations of spare 
change along the parade route during the Grand Floral Parade to donate directly to the Knight 
Cancer Challenge. 

f. Duration of program (start to finish) and years program has been part of event 
 
In late March of 2014, the Portland Rose Festival Foundation first announced its partnership 
with OHSU's Knight Cancer Challenge as its first ever official charity. Rose Festival Runners 
started earning donations shortly thereafter, and planning was underway for ways various 
programs could support the Knight Cancer Challenge on Grand Floral Parade day, June 7, 



2014. This was the first year in the Rose Festival's 107 year history that a cause was 
incorporated across these events and programs. 
 
g. Overall revenue/expense budget of specific event/program 
 
Budget: Most of these initiatives required no additional budget outside of the standard event 
budget. Creation of the online fundraising website, GiveFest.com, was donated. U.S. Bank 
provided the parade collection materials and services. The Search for Thelma operated with a 
$5,000 budget, a grant that came from the Poznanski Family Foundation. 
 
Revenue: As of 7/15/2014, funds raised for Knight Cancer Challenge: 
 Rose Festival Runners:  $870.50 
 Mascots for a Cure Donation $200.00 
 Grand Floral Walk Registrations: $1,622.00 
 Individual gifts through GiveFest, GFW, and mail: $1,430.00 
 Parade Route Collection:  $1,372.14 
 Search for Queen Thelma: $1,634.53 
 Donations solicited from Rose Festival Sponsors: $112,500.00 
 Total: $119,629.17 
 
h. Description of sponsor / charity / volunteer / school / other group involvement with 
event / program and benefits to each (if applicable) 
 
 Sponsors: 
 The Portland Rose Festival Foundation's efforts to increase awareness and funds for the 

Knight Cancer Challenge among its "circle of influence" - namely its sponsors - yielded 
these results: 

 
 Spirit Mountain Casino, the title sponsor of the Grand Floral Parade, donated 
 $100,000 to Knight Cancer Challenge. A giant check marched with Dr. Druker in the 
 Parade. 
 
 The Portland Business Alliance donated $10,000 to Knight Cancer Challenge. 
 
 The presenting sponsor for the Grand Floral Walk, Bank of the West, donated $2,500 to 
 Knight Cancer Challenge. 
 
 U.S. Bank partnered with the Rose Festival to supply volunteers, collection bags, and 
 counting services for the Parade Collection on Grand Floral Parade Day. 
 
 The Search for Thelma was a part of the Rose Festival's Living History Program, which 
 is made possible by grants from the Poznanski Family Foundation, the Royal Rosarian 
 Foundation and PGE. Wells Fargo provided the banking services for the pennies after 
 the contest concluded. 
 
 Charity: 
 
 All these initiatives directly benefited OHSU's Knight Cancer Challenge. 
 
 
 



i. Overall effectiveness / success of program 
 
Never before had the Portland Rose Festival chosen an official charity, and the results of 
making this choice were very successful, especially for a first year initiative.  As shown by the 
revenue results outlined in Section 1.g, the Rose Festival was able to make a fairly substantial 
financial contribution to Knight Cancer Challenge, and was proud that the presenting sponsors 
of the events on Grand Floral Parade day made significant contributions. 
 
The Rose Festival used its social media presence to successfully promote the Knight Cancer 
Challenge, sharing photos and posts with its 35,256 followers. Posts about the Challenge 
always drew comments, "likes" and "shares":  The Rose Festival's involvement with the Knight 
Cancer Challenge also drew press coverage for the Knight Cancer Challenge. The Search for 
Queen Thelma particularly resulted in increased media coverage throughout the region for the 
Rose Festival's support of the Knight Cancer Challenge. 
 
The program was also a success in creating a strong bond between OHSU and The Portland 
Rose Festival.  We look forward to continuing to strengthen this relationship. 
 
2. Supporting Question: “What challenges / obstacles did you foresee /encounter in creating 
the program, and how did you handle them?” 
 
The selection of OHSU's Knight Cancer Challenge as the Rose Festival's official charity created 
many "firsts" for the Festival staff. Our main challenge was to determine how we could 
effectively integrate support for a single charity into our programming, with these efforts 
cumulating on Grand Floral Parade day. Donating a portion of registrations and providing 
platforms for giving through the Festival to the Knight Cancer Challenge allowed already 
existing events and initiatives to become involved in the effort. New programs for the Knight 
Cancer Challenge encountered the following challenges: 
  
Parade Collection: The Rose Festival had never attempted to collect donations during a 
parade before, so this presented many logistical puzzles. Once a partnership was formed with 
U.S. Bank, a plan was made for how volunteers would go about safely collecting spare change 
and transporting back to a U.S. Bank branch. The volunteers were split in half, a West Side 
Team and an East Side Team each used a nearby branch as a base on either side of the river. 
Team captains and "runners" were used to lead the teams and securely move donations, 
meeting halfway on the parade route on the Burnside Bridge which connects the two sides of 
the parade. A volunteer team of cash counters at a U.S. Bank branch counted the many coins 
and small bills. To experiment with different approaches to collecting, the West Side Team went 
before the parade started, and the East Side Team collected during the parade. The chaos of 
the parade sometimes made collecting donations challenging, so if a parade collection were to 
happen again, pre-parade collection only would be recommended. Still, volunteers did an 
awesome job at getting the word out and collecting funds for the Knight Cancer Challenge by 
taking the time to talk to people along the parade route about OHSU's great work. 
 
Search for Thelma: While this program ran very smoothly, the largest challenge came from the 
physical realities of a penny drive. We knew in advance that counting and transporting the 
pennies could pose difficulties, but we did not have any idea how many pennies we might 
collect. When the penny jars started to fill up in the CityFair museum, we needed to unload their 
contents before they got too heavy. We also needed to unwrap any rolls that were donated in 
order to filter the contents of the buckets through our coin machines. Counting and transporting 
163,453 pennies from the CityFair Museum site to the Rose Festival office, and then to our 



Wells Fargo branch required the hard work of staff members, volunteers, and our partners at 
Wells Fargo. A check or cash would have been a much simpler donation to deal with, but those 
that helped with the penny vote could literally feel the weight of so many people participating in 
this event, which in turn made us feel very proud of the community's response. 
 
3. Supporting Materials:  
 
Printed materials (brochures, handbooks, Recruiting materials, evaluation forms, 
signage, etc.):  
 
Info card about GiveFest.com, handed out at Grand Floral Parade  
 

 
 

  



Rose Festival Souvenir Program page featuring the Knight Cancer Challenge (circulation: 10,000) 
 

 
 



 
Promotional / marketing / media materials: 
 
KPTV Fox 12 Oregon aired a feature story on the Rose Festival's official charity, Knight Cancer 
Challenge, during the Grand Floral Parade Live Telecast on June 7, 2014.   
 

 

 
http://www.kptv.com/story/25719380/what-a-day-grand-floral-parade-takes-over-
portland?autoStart=true&topVideoCatNo=default&clipId=10244527 
 
The Telecast also featured Dr. Druker, the walkers from OHSU, Mascots for a Cure, and the 
$100,000 check from Spirit Mountain to Knight Cancer Challenge. 
 

 

 
 



 
 
GiveFest.com provided a platform for giving to Knight Cancer Challenge through the Rose 
Festival: 

 
 
Information provided to participants / volunteers /sponsors / students / charities etc. 
 
Map from information packet for Parade Collection volunteers: 

 



 
Talking Points for Collection Volunteers: 
We want you to feel comfortable talking to people about why we’re collecting money but we also 
know it’s important for you to be able to share this information in your own words. Here are 
some talking points that can help as you talk to the crowd and hand out the info cards. 

• We’re collecting money for the OHSU Knight Cancer Challenge 
• The challenge is a billion dollar campaign to end cancer as we know it 
• Phil and Penny Knight issued a challenge to raise $500 million in donations – if 

that happens by February 4, 2016, they will match the donation with another 
$500 million! 

• We’re collecting money today, anything you want to give will help. 
• You can also donate online at GiveFest.com 

 
Supporting photographs 
 

 
Casting penny-ballots in the CityFair Museum in the Search for Thelma. All 163,453 pennies 

collected went to Knight Cancer Challenge. 
 
 
 
 
Kathleen George, Executive Director for the 
Spirit Mountain Casino Community Fund, signs 
the check for $100,000 to the Knight Cancer 
Challenge. 
 
 
 
 
 



 
 
 
 
Mascots for a Cure participated in the 
Grand Floral Walk to raise funds and 
awareness for the Knight Cancer 
Challenge.  
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Measurable results: tangible & intangible 
 
In addition to the revenue results outlined in Section 1.g, the Rose Festival used its social media 
presence to promote the Knight Cancer Challenge, sharing photos and posts with its 35,256 
followers. Posts about the Challenge always drew comments, "likes" and "shares":  
 
 

 
 



 
 

 
  



The Rose Festival's involvement with the Knight Cancer Challenge also drew press. The Search 
for Queen Thelma particularly resulted in increased media coverage throughout the region for 
the Rose Festival's support of Knight Cancer Challenge:  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 
 
 



 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



Press Release from the Portland Rose Festival Foundation, June 1, 2014 
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